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Copy Boy Random House Trade Paperbacks
"Lucy Barton is recovering slowly from what should have been a
simple operation. Her mother, to whom she hasn't spoken for many
years, comes to see her and a simple hospital visit becomes a
portal to the most tender relationship of all--the one between mother
and daughter"--
The Readers' Advisory Guide to Horror HarperCollins
Dear friend, We know it deeply. It is so hard to juggle work,
home, and spiritual life. As working women, we've wrestled
with tough questions: · How can I be effective in my work, and
stay committed to the Gospel? · How can I be dedicated to my
family, when my job is so demanding? · Why am I working so
hard, and still so unfulfilled? Sound familiar? Like you, we see a
culture that promotes success at all costs, and working women
are falling for it. It's happening every day. Priorities are shifting.
Things are getting done . . . but are we doing what matters
most? And that's why we wrote this book. This is the story of
how we traded the lies of the world for the truth of our loving
Father--the lessons we learned that challenged culture's "good
things" so we could find the greatest thing. The book you're
holding in your hands is really a conversation--a conversation
that pushes back against our culture with a Gospel-centered
approach to work and womanhood, for the glory of God and the
good of others. Let's get to work. His way. Michelle + Somer
"This is the book for every working woman!"--ALLI
WORTHINGTON, bestselling author and business coach
Sometimes I Lie Random House
The church is experiencing a leadership
crisis. What can we do to prevent pastors from
leaving the ministry? For every celebrity
pastor exiting the ministry in the spotlight,
there are many more lesser-known pastors
leaving in the shadows. Pastor and best-
selling author Paul David Tripp argues that
lurking behind every pastoral failure is the
lack of a strong leadership community. Tripp
draws on his decades of ministry experience to
give churches twelve gospel principles
necessary to combat this leadership crisis.
Each of these principles, built upon
characteristics such as humility, dependency,
and accountability, will enable new and
experienced leaders alike to focus their
attention on the ultimate leadership model:
the gospel.
Think Again Routledge
Christians know that God loves them, but can easily feel that he is
perpetually disappointed and frustrated, maybe even close to giving up
on them. As a result, they focus a lot—and rightly so—on what Jesus has
done to appease God’s wrath for sin. But how does Jesus Christ
actually feel about his people amid all their sins and failures? This book
draws us to Matthew 11, where Jesus describes himself as “gentle and
lowly in heart,” longing for his people to find rest in him. The gospel
flows from God’s deepest heart for his people, a heart of tender love
for the sinful and suffering. These chapters take readers into the depths
of Christ’s very heart for sinners, diving deep into Bible passages that
speak of who Christ is and encouraging readers with the affections of
Christ for his people. His longing heart for sinners comforts and sustains
readers in their up-and-down lives.

Finding Your Own North Star Baker Books
Join others who want to know God better and read His Word
with The Bible Recap Discussion Guide. Specially written to
spark meaningful conversations, it follows the same
chronological reading plan as The Bible Recap podcast and
book. Adaptable for a variety of schedules and settings--for
example, meeting with a friend or in a small group or Sunday
school class--these questions will lead you to a deeper
understanding of the Bible's narrative and how God's character
is revealed throughout Scripture. Together you'll find that He's
where the joy is! Praise for The Bible Recap "I have grown
closer to God in ways I couldn't expect." "It has helped me
understand the Bible like never before." "More than a Bible
study, it is a God study."
Jesus and John Wayne: How White Evangelicals Corrupted a Faith and
Fractured a Nation Thomas Nelson Inc
Susan Orlean’s bestseller and New York Times Notable Book is “a

sheer delight⋯as rich in insight and as varied as the treasures contained on
the shelves in any local library” (USA TODAY)—a dazzling love letter to
a beloved institution and an investigation into one of its greatest mysteries.
“Everybody who loves books should check out The Library Book” (The
Washington Post). On the morning of April 28, 1986, a fire alarm sounded
in the Los Angeles Public Library. The fire was disastrous: it reached two
thousand degrees and burned for more than seven hours. By the time it was
extinguished, it had consumed four hundred thousand books and damaged
seven hundred thousand more. Investigators descended on the scene, but
more than thirty years later, the mystery remains: Did someone
purposefully set fire to the library—and if so, who? Weaving her lifelong
love of books and reading into an investigation of the fire, award-winning
New Yorker reporter and New York Times bestselling author Susan Orlean
delivers a “delightful⋯reflection on the past, present, and future of
libraries in America” (New York magazine) that manages to tell the
broader story of libraries and librarians in a way that has never been done
before. In the “exquisitely written, consistently entertaining” (The New
York Times) The Library Book, Orlean chronicles the LAPL fire and its
aftermath to showcase the larger, crucial role that libraries play in our lives;
delves into the evolution of libraries; brings each department of the library
to vivid life; studies arson and attempts to burn a copy of a book herself;
and reexamines the case of Harry Peak, the blond-haired actor long
suspected of setting fire to the LAPL more than thirty years ago. “A book
lover’s dream⋯an ambitiously researched, elegantly written book that
serves as a portal into a place of history, drama, culture, and stories” (Star
Tribune, Minneapolis), Susan Orlean’s thrilling journey through the
stacks reveals how these beloved institutions provide much more than just
books—and why they remain an essential part of the heart, mind, and soul
of our country.
My Name is Lucy Barton Rowman & Littlefield
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER The “paradigm-
influencing” book (Christianity Today) that is fundamentally
transforming our understanding of white evangelicalism in America.
Jesus and John Wayne is a sweeping, revisionist history of the last
seventy-five years of white evangelicalism, revealing how evangelicals
have worked to replace the Jesus of the Gospels with an idol of
rugged masculinity and Christian nationalism—or in the words of
one modern chaplain, with “a spiritual badass.” As acclaimed
scholar Kristin Du Mez explains, the key to understanding this
transformation is to recognize the centrality of popular culture in
contemporary American evangelicalism. Many of today’s
evangelicals might not be theologically astute, but they know their
VeggieTales, they’ve read John Eldredge’s Wild at Heart, and
they learned about purity before they learned about sex—and they
have a silver ring to prove it. Evangelical books, films, music,
clothing, and merchandise shape the beliefs of millions. And
evangelical culture is teeming with muscular heroes—mythical
warriors and rugged soldiers, men like Oliver North, Ronald Reagan,
Mel Gibson, and the Duck Dynasty clan, who assert white masculine
power in defense of “Christian America.” Chief among these
evangelical legends is John Wayne, an icon of a lost time when men
were uncowed by political correctness, unafraid to tell it like it was,
and did what needed to be done. Challenging the commonly held
assumption that the “moral majority” backed Donald Trump in
2016 and 2020 for purely pragmatic reasons, Du Mez reveals that
Trump in fact represented the fulfillment, rather than the betrayal, of
white evangelicals’ most deeply held values: patriarchy,
authoritarian rule, aggressive foreign policy, fear of Islam,
ambivalence toward #MeToo, and opposition to Black Lives Matter
and the LGBTQ community. A much-needed reexamination of
perhaps the most influential subculture in this country, Jesus and
John Wayne shows that, far from adhering to biblical principles,
modern white evangelicals have remade their faith, with enduring
consequences for all Americans.
The Complete Bible Discussion Guide: New Testament Flatiron Books
New York Times bestselling author and Life Designs, Inc. creator Martha
Beck shares her step-by-step program that will guide you to fulfill your own
potential and create a joyful life. In this book, you'll start by learning how
to read the internal compasses already built into your brain and body--and
why you may have spent your life ignoring their signals. As you become
reacquainted with your own deepest desires, you'll identify and repair any
unconscious beliefs or unhealed emotional wounds that may be blocking
your progress. This will change your life, but don't worry--although every
life is unique, major transformations have common elements, and Beck
provides a map that will guide you through your own life changes. You'll
learn how to navigate every stage, from the first flickering appearance of a
new dream to the planning and implementation of your own ideal life.
Based on Dr. Beck's work as a Harvard-trained sociologist, research
associate at Harvard Business School, instructor at Thunderbird Business
School, and especially on her experiences with her clients over the last six
years, Finding Your Own North Star offers thoroughly tested case studies,
questionnaires, and exercises to help you articulate your core desires and
act on them to build a more satisfying life. “Explorers depend on the
North Star when there are no other landmarks in sight. The same
relationship exists between you and your right life, the ultimate realization
of your potential for happiness. I believe that a knowledge of that perfect
life sits inside you just as the North Star sits in its unaltering spot.” --
Martha Beck
The Bible Recap Discussion Guide Simon and Schuster
Nineteenth-century scientist David Starr Jordan built one of the most
important fish specimen collections ever seen, until the 1906 San

Francisco earthquake shattered his life's work.
A Year of Biblical Womanhood Harper Collins
A close friendship is one of the most influential and important relationships
a human life can contain. Anyone will tell you that! But for all the rosy
sentiments surrounding friendship, most people don’t talk much about
what it really takes to stay close for the long haul. Now two friends,
Aminatou Sow and Ann Friedman, tell the story of their equally messy and
life-affirming Big Friendship in this honest and hilarious book that
chronicles their first decade in one another’s lives. As the hosts of the hit
podcast Call Your Girlfriend, they’ve become known for frank and
intimate conversations. In this book, they bring that energy to their own
friendship—its joys and its pitfalls. Aminatou and Ann define Big
Friendship as a strong, significant bond that transcends life phases,
geographical locations, and emotional shifts. And they should know: the
two have had moments of charmed bliss and deep frustration, of profound
connection and gut-wrenching alienation. They have weathered life-
threatening health scares, getting fired from their dream jobs, and one
unfortunate Thanksgiving dinner eaten in a car in a parking lot in Rancho
Cucamonga. Through interviews with friends and experts, they have come
to understand that their struggles are not unique. And that the most
important part of a Big Friendship is making the decision to invest in one
another again and again. An inspiring and entertaining testament to the
power of society’s most underappreciated relationship, Big Friendship
will invite you to think about how your own bonds are formed, challenged,
and preserved. It is a call to value your friendships in all of their
complexity. Actively choose them. And, sometimes, fight for them.
For Men Only Discussion Guide Crossway
The New York Times bestselling authors of Switch and Made to Stick
explore why certain brief experiences can jolt us and elevate us and change
us—and how we can learn to create such extraordinary moments in our
life and work. While human lives are endlessly variable, our most
memorable positive moments are dominated by four elements: elevation,
insight, pride, and connection. If we embrace these elements, we can
conjure more moments that matter. What if a teacher could design a lesson
that he knew his students would remember twenty years later? What if a
manager knew how to create an experience that would delight customers?
What if you had a better sense of how to create memories that matter for
your children? This book delves into some fascinating mysteries of
experience: Why we tend to remember the best or worst moment of an
experience, as well as the last moment, and forget the rest. Why “we feel
most comfortable when things are certain, but we feel most alive when
they’re not.” And why our most cherished memories are clustered into a
brief period during our youth. Readers discover how brief experiences can
change lives, such as the experiment in which two strangers meet in a
room, and forty-five minutes later, they leave as best friends. (What
happens in that time?) Or the tale of the world’s youngest female
billionaire, who credits her resilience to something her father asked the
family at the dinner table. (What was that simple question?) Many of the
defining moments in our lives are the result of accident or luck—but why
would we leave our most meaningful, memorable moments to chance
when we can create them? The Power of Moments shows us how to be the
author of richer experiences.
The Songs of St Petersburg She Writes Press
#1 New York Times Bestseller “THIS. This is the right book
for right now. Yes, learning requires focus. But, unlearning and
relearning requires much more—it requires choosing courage
over comfort. In Think Again, Adam Grant weaves together
research and storytelling to help us build the intellectual and
emotional muscle we need to stay curious enough about the
world to actually change it. I’ve never felt so hopeful about
what I don’t know.” —Brené Brown, Ph.D., #1 New York
Times bestselling author of Dare to Lead The #1 New York
Times bestselling author of Hidden Potential, Originals, and
Give and Take examines the critical art of rethinking: learning
to question your opinions and open other people's minds, which
can position you for excellence at work and wisdom in life
Intelligence is usually seen as the ability to think and learn, but
in a rapidly changing world, there's another set of cognitive skills
that might matter more: the ability to rethink and unlearn. In
our daily lives, too many of us favor the comfort of conviction
over the discomfort of doubt. We listen to opinions that make us
feel good, instead of ideas that make us think hard. We see
disagreement as a threat to our egos, rather than an opportunity
to learn. We surround ourselves with people who agree with our
conclusions, when we should be gravitating toward those who
challenge our thought process. The result is that our beliefs get
brittle long before our bones. We think too much like preachers
defending our sacred beliefs, prosecutors proving the other side
wrong, and politicians campaigning for approval--and too little
like scientists searching for truth. Intelligence is no cure, and it
can even be a curse: being good at thinking can make us worse
at rethinking. The brighter we are, the blinder to our own
limitations we can become. Organizational psychologist Adam
Grant is an expert on opening other people's minds--and our
own. As Wharton's top-rated professor and the bestselling
author of Originals and Give and Take, he makes it one of his
guiding principles to argue like he's right but listen like he's
wrong. With bold ideas and rigorous evidence, he investigates
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how we can embrace the joy of being wrong, bring nuance to
charged conversations, and build schools, workplaces, and
communities of lifelong learners. You'll learn how an
international debate champion wins arguments, a Black
musician persuades white supremacists to abandon hate, a
vaccine whisperer convinces concerned parents to immunize
their children, and Adam has coaxed Yankees fans to root for
the Red Sox. Think Again reveals that we don't have to believe
everything we think or internalize everything we feel. It's an
invitation to let go of views that are no longer serving us well and
prize mental flexibility over foolish consistency. If knowledge is
power, knowing what we don't know is wisdom.
Oh William! Simon and Schuster
My name is Amber Reynolds. There are three things you should
know about me: 1. I’m in a coma. 2. My husband doesn’t love me
anymore. 3. Sometimes I lie. Amber wakes up in a hospital. She
can’t move. She can’t speak. She can’t open her eyes. She can
hear everyone around her, but they have no idea. Amber doesn’t
remember what happened, but she has a suspicion her husband had
something to do with it. Alternating between her paralyzed present,
the week before her accident, and a series of childhood diaries from
twenty years ago, this brilliant psychological thriller asks: Is
something really a lie if you believe it's the truth?
Good to Great Multnomah
For those battling autoimmune disease or thyroid conditions—or just
seeking healthy life balance—the voice behind the popular blog Feed Me
Phoebe shares her yearlong investigation of what truly made her well. After
she was diagnosed with an autoimmune disease in her early twenties,
Phoebe Lapine felt overwhelmed by her doctor’s strict protocols and
confused when they directly conflicted with information on the bestseller
list. After experiencing mixed results and a life of deprivation that seemed
unsustainable at best, she adopted 12 of her own wellness
directives—including eliminating sugar, switching to all-natural beauty
products, and getting in touch with her spiritual side—to find out which
lifestyle changes truly impacted her health for the better. The Wellness
Project is the insightful and hilarious result of that year of
exploration—part memoir and part health and wellness primer (complete
with 20 healthy recipes), it’s a must-read not just for those suffering from
autoimmune disease, but for anyone looking for simple ways to improve
their health without sacrificing life’s pleasures.
STEM by Design Harper Collins
More for Women Only! What’s going on in a man’s mind?
You don’t have to scratch your head any longer. After Shaunti
Feldhahn’s For Women Only: What You Need to Know
About the Inner Lives of Men broached the subject, women
everywhere responded with an overwhelming desire to dig
deeper. Now this all-new discussion guide will help you and your
friends explore the complex terrain beneath a man’s confident
exterior. Personal stories, fascinating case studies, and pointed
questions will launch the conversations you need to open your
eyes to what the man in your life—a boyfriend, brother,
husband, or son—is really thinking and feeling. Men want to be
understood, but they’re afraid to “freak out” the women
they love by confessing what is happening inside their heads. For
women who really do want to understand, this group or one-on-
one discussion guide is a must for helping you apply all those
“ah ha” revelations to your relationships with the men in your
life! This newly expanded study guide will help you answer that
question. Discussion questions, personal stories, and situational
case studies will equip you to apply truths from the book to the
relationships in your life. Additional content includes: ‧
Feedback from For Women Only readers ‧ Space to pen your
thoughts after each chapter ‧ Quotes to remember ‧ Tips for
starting your own discussion group Ideal for book clubs, small
groups, or one-on-one dialogue with the man in your life, this is
an invaluable resource and companion to the acclaimed book.
Story Behind the Book About five minutes after For Women
Only hit the shelves, women started talking about it in small
groups, book clubs, and coffee houses—and with their men. And
about five days after that, Shaunti started getting e-mails saying,
“We could really use something to help us work through these
subjects.” For Women Only has opened the eyes of women to
things they never understood about men before. Now, the For
Women Only Discussion Guide will help them talk through and
apply those truths to their lives.
Why Fish Don't Exist Thomas Nelson
“With a deft hand, Johnson shows us there's no such thing as "too young"
when it comes to questioning big ideas like manhood, or even family.”
–Jason Reynolds, New York Times bestselling author of Look Both Ways
and Stamped Literary powerhouse and Coretta Scott King Honor- and
Boston Globe / Horn Book Honor-winning author of The Parker
Inheritance Varian Johnson explores themes of toxic masculinity and
family legacy in this heartfelt, hopeful story of one boy discovering what it
really means to be a man. SECRETS ARE ALWAYS A GAMBLE Ten-
year-old Anthony Joplin has made it to double digits! Which means he's
finally old enough to play in the spades tournament every Joplin Man
before him seems to have won. So while Ant's friends are stressing about
fifth grade homework and girls, Ant only has one thing on his mind: how
he'll measure up to his father's expectations at the card table. Then Ant's
best friend gets grounded, and he's forced to find another spades partner.
And Shirley, the new girl in his class, isn't exactly who he has in mind. She
talks a whole lot of trash -- way more than his old partner. Plus, he's not
sure that his father wants him playing with a girl. But she's smart and
tough and pretty, and knows every card trick in the book. So Ant decides to
join forces with Shirley -- and keep his plans a secret. Only it turns out
secrets are another Joplin Man tradition. And his father is hiding one so big

it may tear their family apart...
Count the Ways Liveright Publishing
Yes, guys, you can learn to read her mind! Who would have guessed?
Through the surprising revelations in the best-seller For Men Only,
countless men are realizing that they can indeed understand their
wife or girlfriend. This companion book guides men on the next step
of the journey. You'll not only learn how to apply those discoveries to
your individual relationship, but you'll actually develop the skill of
"reading her mind" - or at least reducing your confusion. Designed to
work both as a small-group discussion guide and as a tool for gaining
personal insights, this guy-friendly resource addresses the key issues
that impact every marriage and offers practical ideas for simple
changes that can make a huge difference. Questions, key reminders,
and case studies that have been field-tested by several men's groups
will help you understand what your wife or girlfriend is really
thinking and how to make her happy. (Which will make you happy.)
Whether you use this guide on your own, as a discussion handbook,
or as a conversation starter with the woman in your life, you'll find it
an invaluable resource in your quest to cut through the confusion and
give her what she really wants and needs from you.
The Clover Girls Multnomah
The Challenge Built to Last, the defining management study of
the nineties, showed how great companies triumph over time
and how long-term sustained performance can be engineered
into the DNA of an enterprise from the verybeginning. But what
about the company that is not born with great DNA? How can
good companies, mediocre companies, even bad companies
achieve enduring greatness? The Study For years, this question
preyed on the mind of Jim Collins. Are there companies that
defy gravity and convert long-term mediocrity or worse into
long-term superiority? And if so, what are the universal
distinguishing characteristics that cause a company to go from
good to great? The Standards Using tough benchmarks, Collins
and his research team identified a set of elite companies that
made the leap to great results and sustained those results for at
least fifteen years. How great? After the leap, the good-to-great
companies generated cumulative stock returns that beat the
general stock market by an average of seven times in fifteen
years, better than twice the results delivered by a composite
index of the world's greatest companies, including Coca-Cola,
Intel, General Electric, and Merck. The Comparisons The
research team contrasted the good-to-great companies with a
carefully selected set of comparison companies that failed to
make the leap from good to great. What was different? Why did
one set of companies become truly great performers while the
other set remained only good? Over five years, the team
analyzed the histories of all twenty-eight companies in the study.
After sifting through mountains of data and thousands of pages
of interviews, Collins and his crew discovered the key
determinants of greatness -- why some companies make the leap
and others don't. The Findings The findings of the Good to
Great study will surprise many readers and shed light on
virtually every area of management strategy and practice. The
findings include: Level 5 Leaders: The research team was
shocked to discover the type of leadership required to achieve
greatness. The Hedgehog Concept (Simplicity within the Three
Circles): To go from good to great requires transcending the
curse of competence. A Culture of Discipline: When you
combine a culture of discipline with an ethic of
entrepreneurship, you get the magical alchemy of great results.
Technology Accelerators: Good-to-great companies think
differently about the role of technology. The Flywheel and the
Doom Loop: Those who launch radical change programs and
wrenching restructurings will almost certainly fail to make the
leap. “Some of the key concepts discerned in the study,”
comments Jim Collins, "fly in the face of our modern business
culture and will, quite frankly, upset some people.” Perhaps,
but who can afford to ignore these findings?
Student Discussion Guide Simon & Schuster
“This is Raymond Chandler for feminists.” �Sharma Shields, author of
The Cassandra “An expressive and striking story that examines what one
does for family and for oneself.” �Kirkus Reviews Jane’s a very brave
boy. And a very difficult girl. She’ll become a remarkable woman, an
icon of her century, but that’s a long way off. Not my fault, she thinks,
dropping a bloody crowbar in the irrigation ditch after Daddy. She steals
Momma’s Ford and escapes to Depression-era San Francisco, where she
fakes her way into work as a newspaper copy boy. Everything’s looking
up. She’s climbing the ladder at the paper, winning validation, skill, and
connections with the artists and thinkers of her day. But then Daddy
reappears on the paper’s front page, his arm around a girl who’s just
been beaten into a coma one block from Jane’s newspaper�hit in the
head with a crowbar. Jane’s got to find Daddy before he finds her, and
before everyone else finds her out. She’s got to protect her invented
identity. This is what she thinks she wants. It’s definitely what her dead
brother wants.
Lead Harlequin
Great Books discussion guides for the Literature & Thought
series focus on selections that the Great Books Foundation
recommends for close reading and discussion using the
Foundation's Shared Inquiry method. Each discussion guide
includes discussion questions and easy-to-implement interpretive
activities so students get the most out of their reading. The text
of the selections is not included.
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